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Lineman Gloves and Mitts

Deluxe Lineman Mitts and Gloves
These deluxe lineman mitts and gloves are made with selected 
heavyweight 3 1/2 oz grain horsehide leather. The leather for our Deluxe
Lineman gloves is treated with a fluoro chemical water repellent emulsion
to give the leather excellent water, oil, and stain repellent properties. 
The softness and natural breathability of the leather is not effected by the
water repellent treatment. Other special features include our
performance thumb/palm patch, which reinforces the critical wear 
areas with a double layer of leather. The back of the cuff is made with a
fluorescent yellow leather with a contrasting red stripe for daytime 
visibility and a 3M Scotchlite™ retro-reflective stripe for night time 
visibility. All our Deluxe Lineman Mitts and Gloves are sewn with 
Kevlar® thread for extra seam strength. 

ITEM# DELUXE LINEMAN MITTS AND GLOVES

361DLX6 1 finger Deluxe lineman mitt, 6" gauntlet, S, M, L, XL 
361DLXFTL 1 finger Deluxe lineman mitt, 6" gauntlet, hand is fully  C100

Thinsulate® lined, M, L, XL 
361DLXWL 1 finger Deluxe lineman mitt, 6" gauntlet, complete

with a removable Wool liner , S, M, L, XL
365DLX2 Deluxe lineman glove, 2" safety cuff, S, M, L, XL 
365DLX6 Deluxe lineman glove, 6" gauntlet, S, M, L, XL 
365DLXFTL Deluxe lineman glove, 6" gauntlet, hand is fully 

C100 Thinsulate® lined, M, L, XL 
365DLX2TL Deluxe lineman glove, 2" safety cuff, hand is fully 

C100 Thinsulate® lined, M, L, XL 
378DAVY Heavy 1.4 mil Cowgrain, strap thumb, wide DAVY 

finger tip welts, 4.5" gauntlet, 3M Scotchlite™ and 
Red Leather striped cuff

Kevlar® is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 
Thinsulate™ is a registered trademark of 3M Canada.
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ITEM # ENDURA® LINEMAN STYLES

361HDPS6 Lineman 1 fgr mitt, double palm, Kevlar® Sewn, 6" split cuff. 
Sizes S, M, L

365HDPS6 Lineman glove, double palm, Kevlar® Sewn, 6" split cuff. 
Sizes S, M, L

361G6WL One finger Linesman mitt, with removable winter liner, 
and reflective stripes

365GS6 Goatskin Linesman glove, Kevlar® sewn, 6" split cuff with 
reflective strips

361GS6 One finger Lineman mitt, and reflective stripes

ITEM # ENDURA® COVER GLOVES

10CH5S 10 kv Cover glove, Green 4" cuff, Sizes 9, 10, 11
20CH5S 20 kv Cover glove, Yellow 6" cuff, Sizes 9, 10, 11
40CH5S 40 kv Cover glove, Red 8" cuff, Sizes 9, 10, 11
20CHAV5S 20kv Cover glove, all vinyl cuff, Size  9, 10, 11

ENDURA® Lineman Styles and 
Cover Gloves
Endura® Lineman gloves and mitts are made with genuine grain 
horsehide leather for exceptional durability, sense of touch,abrasion and
tear resistance. Endura® lineman gloves return to their original softness
after becoming wet and our special pattern minimizes hand fatigue. 
Endura® horsehide cover gloves are tailored to fit over high voltage rubber
gloves for superior puncture and abrasion resistance. The palm side of 
the cuff is leather for improved wear.

361G6WL 20CHAV5S

10CH5S 20CH5S 40CH5S

365GS6

365HDPS6

Hi-voltage rubber inserts sold separately.

CONTACT US: 1.800.265.7617



Glove Liners and Work Gloves
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Winter Glove Liners
Our new style one finger winter liners provide comfortable and
dependable hand warmth during cold winter temperatures. 
The liner is sized to fit the 361 Deluxe Lineman one finger mitt.
This removable liner allows for a quicker drying time than one
that is built into the interior of the glove. The soft and warm 
material has the benefits of being made with NOMEX®, 
which has inherintely flame retardant properties which will 
not wash out.

ITEM# ONE FINGER WINTER GLOVE LINER

1NFL 1 finger NOMEX® winter liner, with inherintely
flame retardant properties

1HFL 1 finger Heather Wool Liner
1WL* 1 finger wool, seamless knit
5HFL Heather wool glove liner
5WL Wool seamless glove liner
*Colours may vary

NOMEX® is a registered trademark of E.I. duPont de Nemours and Company.

Flame Resistant RHOVYL®

String knit Glove Liner
At approximately half the cost of Nomex®, our new Rhovyl®
glove liners give you the world on a platter. As light as nylon but
exceptionally non-absorbent, these liners will not melt, drip or
adherer to the skin if exposed to extreme heat or direct flame.
Thin, seamless and soft, they possess the warmth of wool,
minus the bulk and itchiness. The are also hypo-allergenic, 
anti-static, and resist the effects of salt, sun and mold. And best
of all, everyone of these characteristics is inherent and will 
not wash out during the life of the glove. An excellent choice for 
petrochemical, oil and utility workers.

ITEM# RHOVYL® STRINGKNIT GLOVE LINER

S13FRT Flame resistant Rhovyl® string Glove liner
S13FRTLP  Flame resistant Rhovyl® string Glove liner, with split

leather palm

S13FRT

NOMEX® is an advanced thermal technology from DuPont for
end use applications where resistance to heat and flame is 
a vital performance characteristic. NOMEX® is used in a variety
of forms as an insulating material, for hot gas industrial 
filtration, in auto parts, transformers and electric motors. 
In fibre form, NOMEX® also has superior textile properties,
enabling fabric and garment manufacturers to produce 
comfortable, long-wearing and attractive protective clothing.

1HFL1NFL 1WL

S13FRTLP



CONTACT US: 1.800.265.7617

TKYLX
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Dexterity LX, Latex Coated Gloves
Dexterity LX is a tough, durable, general purpose glove. 
The unique crinkle coating gives excellent wet and dry grip.
Dexterity LX also has excellent flexibility and a comfortable 
ergonomic shape. Applications: Construction, 
material handling, masonry work, glass.

Endura® “Reflective” Back Gloves
3M scotchlite™ reflective knuckle strap and Hi-Viz Orange
nylon back make our Endura® reflective gloves ideal for road
construction, general construction and traffic safety. Excellent
visibility day or night. Also available in winter lined version.

ITEM# “REFLECTIVE” BACK GLOVES

76REFB Cowgrain, fluorescent orange Nylon back, 3M
reflective stripe

76REFPBFFL Pigskin, fully fleeced lined, fluorescent yellow 
Nylon back, 3M reflective stripe

76REFBFFL Cowgrain, fully fleece lined, fluorescent orange
Nylon back, 3M reflective stripe

76REFB

Scotchlite™ is a registered trademark of 3M Canada.

Gloves vs. Mitts
Which are warmer? This is an age old debate. 
All things being equal, mitts are warmer. That's
because with mitts the fingers are not isolated
in small areas and the air around the fingers
acts as insulation against the cold.Interestingly,
the same is true in reverse. If you want heat 
protection, mitts are better for the same 
reason.  The air around the fingers insulate

ITEM# “REFLECTIVE” BAG GLOVES

TKYLX Dexterity Latex palm on a winter terry knit shell,
hi-viz black on yellow color, crinkle dip
Sizes M, L, XL

S10YLX Dexterity Latex seamless knit hi-viz yellow cotton, 
polyester blend glove with latex palm coating
Sizes 7 - 10

S10YLX



Protective Rainsuits and Traffic Gear
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RAIN045FR

Flame-Retardant PVC Rainsuit
This is a hardworking rainsuit that does double duty by keeping
you dry AND protecting you in situations involving open flame or
combustion. Premium-grade PVC offers good fire retardancy for
applications such as petrochemical, utilities, transportation, and
of course in fisheries or construction.
– Meets Canadian flame-retardant standard

CAN/CGSB-155.20-2000
– Includes jacket with snap on hood and bib overalls, reinforced, 

non-conductive plastic snaps and vented back
– Soft corduroy collar 

RN035FR

ITEM# BESEEN FR RAIN SUIT

RN035FR Flame-retardant rainsuit, jacket with snap-on hood 
and bib overalls, .35mm thick, Sizes M - XXXL

Flame-Retardant PVC Reflective Rainsuit
Working outdoors on a stormy night, getting wet, might be the
least of your worries. Being seen by your crew in the driving rain,
fog, overcast conditions or passing vehicles, might save your life.
‘Be Seen’ rainwear addresses these visibility concerns, plus
more. The suit is also fire retardant. Ideal for refinery workers,
construction, municipal workers and truck drivers.
– Includes jacket with snap on hood and bib overalls,

reinforced metal snaps and vented back
– Hi-Visibility, parallel stripes on front and X stripes on back
– Reflective cuff and ankle stripes
– Soft corduroy collar 
– Meets Canadian flame retardant test CAN/CGSB-155.20-2000

ITEM# BESEEN FR PVC RAIN SUIT

RAIN045FR Flame retardant, Hi-Viz rainsuit, jacket with 
snap on hood and bib overalls, .45mm thick
Sizes M - XXXL



CONTACT US: 1.800.265.7617
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Hood

RAINPULG

Scotchlite™ is a registered trademark of 3M Canada.

High-Viz Reflective T-Shirts
Hi-Viz Reflective Traffic T-Shirts available in Cotton or Polyknit.
Heavy weight construction, strong and very durable.

HHWL6 WCA BAPF

Winter Caps Balaclavas
and Liners
Beside winter gloves, we have a
complete range of protective
winter head wear. Since 80% of 
heat loss is from the head, we
have a range of functional styles
to protect outdoor workers
from the wind and cold.

100% Wool, knitted 
hard hat liner

Watch Cap, shaker knit,
100% Acrylic

Black Polar Fleece, with 
Eyehole, 17" Length

2 Piece Reflective Rainsuit
Lightweight yet durable rainwear made from Oxford Polyester
with a water repellent PU coating. The High Visibility Lime Green
colour and 3M Reflective Tape assures you will be seen day 
or night. Elastic cuffs with velcro closure, elastic cinch on both
hood and waist. Meets CSA Z96-02 for high visibility.

ITEM# 2 PIECE REFLECTIVE RAINSUIT

RAINPULG 2 piece rainsuit includes: jacket and overalls. Lime 
green, Oxford polyester with water repellent 
PU coating, Available Sizes: L - XXL

TS TSLGLS

TSORM
ITEM# HIGH-VIZ REFLECTIVE T-SHIRTS

TS Orange T-shirt, 100% Cotton, 3M™ 
Reflective striping on back and front, 
Sizes M - XXL

TSL Orange long sleeve shirt, 100% Cotton, 3M™
Reflective striping on back and front, Sizes M - XXL

TSORMLS Long sleeve, Orange, Cooltek-T, 3M™ Reflective
striping on the back and front, Meets CSA Z96-02
Standard, Sizes M - XXL

TSORM Short sleeve, Orange, Cooltek-T, 3M™ Reflective
striping on the back and front, Meets CSA Z96-02
Standard, Sizes M - XXL

TSLGLS Long sleeve, Lime-green, Cooltek-T, 3M™ 
Reflective striping on the back and front, 
Meets CSA Z96-02 Standard, Sizes M - XXL

TSLG Short sleeve, Lime-green, Cooltek-T, 3M™ 
Reflective striping on the back and front, 
Meets CSA Z96-02Standard, Sizes M - XXL



Superior Glove Works Ltd.

Canadian - Head Office

36 Vimy Street, Acton 
ON, Canada L7J 1S1

US Warehouse

3605 California Road 
Orchard Park, NY 

PHONE
519-853-1920
Toll Free: 1-800-265-7617

FAX
519-853-4496

INTERNET
www.superiorglove.com
sales@superiorglove.com


